Abstract-While recent works on multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO) mainly focus on boosting the throughput by enabling concurrent transmissions, less attention is paid to recovering concurrent erroneous streams. We however notice that uplink MU-MIMO is especially vulnerable to errors because error in any stream corrupts most of the other concurrent streams. Even worse, carrier sense and rate adaptation become more challenging in MU-MIMO, which further decreases reliability. Existing systems however recover errors by retransmitting all the streams in a corrupted packet, thereby taking away the significant performance benefit of MU-MIMO. To effectively harness the ideal gain of MU-MIMO, we develop Concurrent Packet Recovery (CPR), a recovery protocol customized for MU-MIMO. It has two distinctive features: (i) It judiciously selects the minimum number of streams to be retransmitted to support successful decoding; (ii) during retransmission, it utilizes the full degrees of freedom by allowing new streams to be sent in parallel. Our evaluation via testbed experiments and trace-driven simulations shows that CPR can efficiently recover both normal losses and collisions. For three-antenna AP scenarios, the throughput gain is up to 31.1 percent when no hidden terminal exists, and is 3.16Â when 20 percent pairs of contending clients are hidden terminals.
INTRODUCTION
T O meet the emerging demand of high-speed wireless access, the wireless industry has moved toward the use of multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO), where different clients can communicate simultaneously with one AP with multiple antennas. While downlink MU-MIMO WLANs have recently been specified as the IEEE 802.11ac standard, MAC design for uplink MU-MIMO however is still an open issue. Several research works have taken the first step to demonstrate the benefit of uplink MU-MIMO by either centralized admission control, based on RTS/CTS [1] , [2] , [3] or polling [4] , [5] , or distributed random access [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . Unlike downlink MU-MIMO, where each of the concurrent clients receives its stream beamformed from a multiantenna AP and uses the standard SISO decoder to decode the stream independently, uplink MU-MIMO requires an AP to use a MIMO decoder to recover concurrent streams combined over the air. Therefore, uplink MU-MIMO is especially vulnerable to errors because error in any stream could corrupt most of the other concurrent streams. As a result, the error probability grows rapidly as the number of concurrent streams increases. Efficient recovery is hence not only timely but also necessary for delivering the ideal gains of uplink MU-MIMO.
To check the gain of efficient recovery, consider a MU-MIMO with four clients sending concurrently to a fourantenna AP. Assume each stream has an error probability 20 percent. Assuming independent losses, around 1À0:8 4 ' 60 percent of packets are in error, i.e., with at least one failed stream. In the current MU-MIMO, an AP usually uses successive interference cancellation (SIC) to decode concurrent streams and achieve capacity [10] . SIC however requires concurrent streams to be decoded in a specific order. Therefore, when an AP fails to decode a stream, all the remaining streams cannot be recovered and need to be retransmitted, no matter in a centralized or distributed MAC. Successfully delivering one stream then requires up to 1=ð1 À 60 percentÞ ¼ 2:5 expected transmissions. Ideally, if we only retransmit those corrupted streams and further allow new transmissions in parallel to retransmissions, each stream then requires only 1=ð1 À 20 percentÞ ¼ 1:25 transmissions, as a result doubling the throughput! The throughput gap in a distributed system could be even larger because imperfect carrier sense and difficulty in bit-rate selection increases the individual link error rate. Even worse, collision could happen more often since hidden terminals of any concurrent client or collisions in any spatial dimension could collide the entire concurrent packet. This paper presents Concurrent Packet Recovery (CPR), a recovery protocol customized for uplink MU-MIMO. It repairs both normal packet errors, e.g., due to channel fading or wrong bit-rate selection, and collisions, e.g., due to hidden terminals or contention failures. Our goal is to retransmit a minimal number of streams, while, at the same time, allowing new streams to fully utilize the degrees of freedom during recovery. Another nice property of CPR is that it maintains the distributed random access nature of 802.11. It hence avoids the expensive coordination overhead, while achieving similar reliability to the centralized protocols.
The main contributions of CPR are toward addressing the following challenges. 1) How to identify the type of errors? An erroneous concurrent packet could be due to normal losses or collisions. CPR should distinguish between different types of errors, and repair all errors correspondingly. 2) How to minimize the number of retransmissions? To recover a non-collision error, we should identify the streams that are corrupted, and only retransmit those streams. Identifying the streams to be retransmitted in a collision is more challenging. Intuitively, to recover a packet collided by M clients, an N-antenna AP, N < M, can remove the interfering signals from ðM À NÞ clients, and decode the remaining N clients. However, successful MIMO decoding depends on the channel correlation among concurrent clients. The AP therefore might fail to recover the remaining clients if it simply removes ðM À NÞ randomly-selected clients (see Section 2 for detailed explanation). To ensure successful decoding, CPR needs to explicitly select right clients to retransmit their data and ensure minimum retransmissions. 3) How to utilize the full degrees of freedom even during recovery? To exploit the available multiplexing gains, we not only trigger minimum retransmissions, but also allow new transmissions in parallel. CPR however should carefully exclude those clients that could cause successive recovery failure.
We have implemented a prototype of CPR using the USRP-N200 radio platform, and evaluated it via both testbed experiments and trace-driven simulations. The results show that 1) CPR's normal loss recovery is especially helpful for some SNR regimes, where the error probability of the best bit-rate is high. For those critical regimes, even with perfect bit-rate selection, CPR improves the throughput by up to 31.1 and 42.1 percent for third-and fourth-antenna AP scenarios, respectively. 2) When 10 and 20percent pairs of clients, respectively, are hidden terminals in third-antenna AP scenarios, CPR recovers collisions and improves throughput by 1.46Â (1.61Â) and 3.16Â (1.59Â), as compared to traditional retransmissions without (with) RTS/CTS enabled.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a MU-MIMO primer and some motivating examples. We present the design of CPR in Section 3, and address practical issues in Section 4. Section 5 shows the experimental and simulation results. We summarize related works in Section 7, and concludes this work in Section 8.
MU-MIMO PRIMER AND MOTIVATIONS
Before describing our CPR design, we give some background about uplink MU-MIMO, and conduct testbed measurements to demonstrate how seriously do collisions degrade the MU-MIMO gain. We also use some motivating examples to explain why existing solutions to single stream recovery cannot effectively correct errors in concurrent streams.
Background of Uplink MU-MIMO
In most existing MU-MIMO systems [6] , [7] , clients join concurrent transmissions one after another. To approach channel capacity, the AP can recover the concurrent streams using a practical MIMO decoder, e.g., zero-forcing (ZF), combined with successive interference cancellation. SIC requires a receiver (AP) to decode concurrent streams in a specific order, e.g., the reverse order of when they join [10] . For example, the ZF-SIC decoder first uses zero-forcing to decode a stream by projecting the received signal orthogonal to the remaining streams. Such projection enables the AP to remove the interference from the remaining streams and decode the target stream. The AP next uses successive interference cancellation to subtract the recovered stream from the received signal. The same procedure is repeated to decode all the remaining streams. In particular, say that the AP receives N concurrent streams y ¼ Hx þ w, where H is the channel matrix from the N clients to the AP and w is the noise vector at the AP. The AP first recovers the Nth stream x½N using ZF, i.e.,x ¼ yH À1 . If the Nth stream is decoded correctly, the AP re-encodes x½N using the channel from the Nth client (denoted by h N ) and subtracts it from the received signals, i.e., y ¼ y À h N x½N. The AP then iteratively decodes the remaining N À 1 streams in the same way. In such ZF-SIC, the SNR of a stream however could be reduced after projection. The SNR reduction of the ith stream is determined by the correlation among the channels of the clients that join earlier (i.e., ½h 1 h 2 Á Á Á h i ). A rate adaptation scheme for MU-MIMO LANs, called TurboRate [7] , is hence proposed to consider this SNR loss due to this channel correlation. It allows clients to adapt their bit-rates on a per-packet basis according to the channels of concurrent clients.
Infeasibility of Random Retransmissions
One might question whether counting the number of streams required to be retransmitted is sufficient. Consider again the network in Fig. 1 . Theoretically, if the two-antenna AP can remove one interfering stream, it should be able to decode the two remaining streams. This argument is however not always true due to the limitation of ZF-SIC decoding. Suppose Alice wins the first contention and transmits the first stream. Both Bob and Chris join Alice's transmission, and select their rates only based on the SNR after projecting orthogonal to Alice's channel. To recover this collision, the AP indeed requires only one retransmission. However, it cannot select Alice to retransmit. This is because Bob and Chris did not know the presence of each other (either due to hidden nodes or contention failure), and did not adapt the bit-rates to their channels accordingly in the collision. As a result, even if Alice's stream is removed from the corrupt frame, the AP might still fail to decode Bob and Chris if the SNR after projection is lower than the operational regime of their independently selected bit-rates [7] . Instead, either Bob or Chris should retransmit and be removed. This is because the AP can decode the remaining one properly after projecting orthogonal to Alice, and then decode Alice. This examples shows that, to ensure successful decoding, CPR needs to explicitly select proper clients to retransmit and remove their interference.
Impact of DoF on the Frame Error Rate
In MU-MIMO, an N-antenna AP can exploit spatial multiplexing to recover at most N concurrent streams. We call N the degrees of freedom of the network [10] . Current uplink MU-MIMO approaches [6] , [7] ask clients to share transmission opportunities via multiple rounds of contention. Contention failures or hidden terminals that occur in any contention (or called dimension hereafter) could collide the whole frame. We use a trace-based simulation to check the frame error rate of concurrent transmissions. We deploy an AP in a fixed location and distribute nodes in 50 randomlyselected locations in our testbed. The probability of any two nodes hearing each other is empirically measured 1 , and then fed into our simulator that performs the MU-MIMO MAC protocol [6] and bit-rate adaptation [7] . In each trace-based simulation, K nodes are randomly selected to contend for N concurrent transmission opportunities using 802.11's contention window and random backoff. The first winner sends a 1500-byte packet, and the others join one after another and end their streams at the same time. Each simulation lasts for one minute, and we repeat each simulation 20 times. Fig. 2 plots the frame error rate for various numbers of contending nodes K and antennas N at the AP. The figure shows that, since collisions in any dimension corrupt the whole frame, the error rate increases significantly with the number of allowed concurrent streams. A MU-MIMO WLAN with more contenders becomes more congested and could also incur more contention failures, leading to more collisions. Another thing worth noting is that a frame could even fail if the number of concurrent streams is no larger than the degrees of freedom, e.g., four-antenna AP scenarios with only four nodes. This is because some concurrent transmitters might be hidden to each other and cannot select their bit-rates properly. There are up to 65.6 and 80.2 percent corrupt frames in the two-antenna and three-antenna scenarios, which obviously offset the gains of MU-MIMO. Recovering those collisions hence becomes a key to delivering the MU-MIMO gains in practice.
Applicability of Potential Solutions
We next discuss why existing solutions cannot be applied in MU-MIMO. A possible solution to avoiding collisions is to precede each concurrent stream with an RTS/CTS handshake. Such multi-round RTS/CTS are extremely expansive since they are sent sequentially and hence could reduce the number of concurrent streams and cause throughput drops. Consider an example where three clients want to transmit concurrently at 36 Mb/s. Assume that the first client sends a 1,500-byte packet, and the other two end their transmissions at the same time. If the first client chooses 15 as its backoff counter, its overhead, including RTS/CTS, occupies about 61.9 percent of airtime. Adding one more stream requires an additional RTS/CTS exchange, which introduces 21.6 percent extra overhead and makes the third client even not be able to join concurrent transmissions. We will show in our trace-driven simulations in Section 6 how this overhead affects the throughput performance. Regardless of its high overhead, enabling RTS/CTS only avoids hidden terminals, but does not help recover either normal decoding errors or general collisions (due to choosing the same backoff counter or missing the CTS). If those errors happen by chance, retransmissions from all concurrent clients are still inevitable.
One might think that the existing interference cancellation techniques, e.g., ZigZag [11] , could be extended to solve hidden terminals in MU-MIMO. We however note that its chunk-based interference cancellation cannot be easily applied when successive collisions are sent at different bitrates, which is common in MU-MIMO. In MU-MIMO, the best bit-rate of a client changes on a per packet basis, depending on its concurrent clients [7] . The bit-rate of the retransmitted stream thus could be different from that of the stream in the original collision.
To see why ZigZag decoding does not work when successive collisions are sent at different bit-rates, let us consider the example shown in Fig. 3 , where Bob and Chris are hidden terminals and transmit to a two-antenna AP concurrently with Alice and David in the two collisions, respectively. Assume that Bob uses the same bit-rate in both collisions, but Chris uses 12 Mb/s (QPSK, 1/2 coding rate) and 6 Mb/s (BPSK, 1/2 coding rate) in the first and second collisions, respectively. The AP first uses the standard MIMO decoder to recover chunk 1 in the first collision, and re-encodes and subtracts it from the second collision. The AP again uses the MIMO decoder to recover chunk 2 in the second collision, which is sent at BPSK; however, this time, it needs to re-encode chunk 2 to QPSK symbols, and thus the length of chunk 2 is halved in the first collision. The AP can use ZigZag decoding to go backward and forward, and recover the following chunks. However, the length of the recovered chunks is continuously halved, and eventually becomes zero after rounding down, as a result failing to recover the entire frame using ZigZag decoding. The problem might be eliminated by asking a client to wait until it has a chance to retransmit at the same rate. It however increases the latency and might cause undesirable starvation. We will describe in Section 3.3 how CPR uses frame-based interference cancellation to recover errors in concurrent streams, and avoids successive collisions during recovery.
CPR'S DESIGN
The goal of CPR is to recover errors in concurrent uplink streams, while achieving the maximum degrees of freedom. Our design can be incorporated with any distributed MAC protocol. However, since uplink MU-MIMO networks has not been standardized, we describe our CPR when it operates upon a recently proposed uplink MU-MIMO MAC, SAM [6] , and rate adaptation scheme, TurboRate [7] , as described in Section 2.1. However, the high-level design principle of our recovery solution can be generalized to other MAC protocols.
To illustrate how CPR works, let us consider again the example in Fig. 1 , where both Bob and Chris join Alice's ongoing transmission, leading to three colliding streams. The AP detects that the collision occurs in the second dimension. It then enters the recovery mode, as shown in Fig. 4 . To be compatible with existing 802.11, the AP broadcasts a CTS-to-self [12] to keep legacy 802.11 nodes silent during recovery. It further attaches a few fields in the end of CTS-to-self as a NACK message. The NACK requests Chris, the only client, to retransmit his stream immediately after SIFS, without additional contention. The other CPR's clients that can hear Chris, like David, can as usual contend for sending a new stream concurrently with Chris' retransmission. Such restriction prevents hidden nodes of the retransmitting clients from causing successive collisions during recovery. 2 After recovering Chris' retransmission and David's new stream, the AP removes Chris' interfering signal from the original collision, and uses its two antennas to decode the two remaining streams. After successful recovery, the AP sends ACKs to the four clients. Since the two-antenna AP can use beamforming [13] to send two concurrent ACKs at a time, it hence acknowledges twice to deliver four ACKs. All clients then restart the default 802.11 operation.
The next sections will explain how CPR detects the relationships between colliding clients (see Section 3.1) and invokes the minimal number of retransmissions for recovery (see Section 3.2). We will also describe CPR's MAC design in Section 3.3, and discuss the practical issues in Section 4.
Error Structure Detection
To select the right clients to retransmit, CPR not only needs to detect the type of errors, but also needs to know the relationships between the concurrent clients of a corrupted packet. The first goal of CPR is to construct the error structure as a tree (or forest) that describes the relationships between concurrent clients. In an error structure tree, any nonroot vertex represents a client that joins the concurrent transmissions of its ancestors. It means that a client selects its rate only based on the channels of its ancestors. On the contrary, any two clients not on the same path from the root are colliding clients because they do not know the existence of each other and hence also fail to select their proper bit-rates. Fig. 5 illustrates some examples of the error structure of corrupted concurrent packets. Fig. 5a shows the error structure of the network in Fig. 1a , where a collision exists in the second dimension. Fig. 5b shows another two-antenna AP scenario, where collisions occur in both dimensions and, thereby, two retransmissions (e.g., from C and D) are required to repair this collided packet. Fig. 5c shows a three-antenna AP scenario, where clients A, B and C join concurrent transmissions one after another, yet client D is hidden to both B and C, colliding in the second dimension. Finally, Fig. 5d shows a three-antenna AP scenario, where no collision exists. CPR however also benefits from such information for repairing normal decoding errors. 2. Note that bringing new streams in recovery might introduce new hidden terminals, which would collide the retransmitted streams. We will describe in Section 3.1 how we recover such successive errors caused by different hidden nodes.
Specifically, say the three-antenna AP has used the ZF-SIC decoder to recover C's stream correctly. If the AP fails to decode the remaining streams after canceling C's signal, it knows that there must exist errors in B's stream. Retransmitting from B could repair the errors. If A's stream still cannot be recovered after removing B's stream, the AP then knows that there also exist errors in A's stream, and, hence, further asks A to retransmit. The above examples illustrate how this tree structure is helpful for recovering errors in both collisions and normal losses.
To build such an error structure, we assign each client a unique pseudorandom noise code (PN code) [14] , [15] as its identity during association. Each CPR client then announces its code information after the preamble. It is worth noting that merely sending the identity is not sufficient for building the tree structure. Consider Fig. 5b as an example. The AP needs to not only detect collisions, but also figure out who are hidden terminals of each other. For example, it needs to know that A and D are hidden terminals and prevent them from retransmitting concurrently. To allow the AP to discover hidden relationships, we let a client announce not only its identity, but also the identity of its predecessor. In particular, the first field of the announcement is the identity, i.e., the code of the transmitting client; the second field is the sequence, which is the exclusive-or of its code and its predecessor's code. Fig. 6 shows the code announcements of three colliding clients in Fig. 1a . Since Alice is the first transmitter, she only needs to annotate the header with her code, ID a . By contrast, Bob joins Alice's ongoing transmission. He thus announces his code, ID b , as well as the XOR of ID a and ID b . Chris similarly sends ID c and ID a ÈID c .
By detecting the code announcements from the concurrent clients, the AP can discover the sequence of their streams. In particular, to detect the identity of a client, the AP first autocorrelates the identity field with all the assigned codes. The AP then computes the XOR of the detected identity and all the other assigned codes, and autocorrelates them with the sequence field to identify its predecessor. The same procedure is repeated to detect the code announcements of all the concurrent streams. The AP can hence build the whole error structure based on these precedence relationships. To ensure successful code detection, we should carefully control the power of announcements in order to avoid the capture effect [16] . We will describe in Section 3.3 how CPR's MAC addresses this issue.
Retransmission and Recovery
In an error structure, the clients on the same path from a root join concurrent transmissions one after another. Each client hence has selected a proper bit-rate according to the channels of its ancestors, i.e., its known ongoing streams. That is, a path from any leaf node to its root can be decoded by the ZF-SIC decoder. Consider the tree in Fig. 5a as an example. Clients A and B belong to the same path and can be recovered after removing the interfering client C. Alternatively, clients A and C are also on the same path and can be recovered after removing B. Clients B and C however do not belong to the same path, and might not be decoded correctly even after removing A. This explains why either Bob or Chris in Fig. 1a should be in charge of retransmission, instead of Alice.
The next goal of CPR is to identify a longest path that requires removing the minimum number of interfering streams and make the corrupted packet become decodable. We use a more complicated example shown in Fig. 7a to describe our retransmission solution. In this example, a 3-antenna AP receives a packet corrupted by 6 colliding streams. There are three longest paths in the error structure: A-B-C, A-B-D and A-E-F. Say we want to repair the path A-B-C. Since the AP has three antennas, one might think a feasible solution is to 1) request the three interfering nodes D, E and F to retransmit concurrently, 2) decode three retransmitted streams, and 3) recover the remaining streams after subtracting D, E and F from the original corrupted packet. This solution looks like an optimal solution because it requires only two rounds of transmissions to recover 6 streams, i.e., achieving the full degrees of freedom. Unfortunately, such an intuitive solution is undesirable. The main reason is that node D and nodes E-F do not belong to the same path. This implies that D and E-F might be hidden terminals and cannot hear each other. As retransmitting, D might not overhear the channel information from nodes E and F, and fail again to adapt its bit-rate correctly. It is very unlikely for an AP to decode incorrect bit-rates, even if the number of streams is no more than the available degrees of freedom [7] .
To avoid such successive errors during recovery, CPR prevents hidden nodes from retransmitting concurrently. To do so, CPR only allows the interfering nodes on the same path to retransmit in the same recovery frame. In particular, CPR finds a longest path with the strongest power 3 , and requests all the nodes not belonging to this path to retransmit. If all these interfering nodes belong to k different paths, we ask them to retransmit in k different rounds. To be more resilient to the residual errors after removing the interfering streams, we iteratively select the nodes on the weakest interfering path to retransmit. After removing all the interfering clients, the AP can now use ZF-SIC to decode clients in the remaining single path, which is strongest and longest, from the leaf to the root. If the remaining single path can still not be decoded correctly, the AP knows that there exist normal losses in the remaining signals. Note that, in any 3. The AP periodically measures the receiving power of each client, and hence can estimate the total power of the nodes on a path.
SIC-based decoder, the decodability of an earlier stream is determined by the correctness of the later streams. Consider the same example in Fig. 5d . If the stream B is not decoded correctly, we can not apply SIC to remove its interference and, as a result, A cannot be decoded as well. Therefore, CPR adopts backward sequential decoding, and triggers retransmission to recover only one (the last) remaining stream in each recovery trial. Specifically, the AP iteratively recovers the leaf node of the final path and removes it from the path if decoding succeeds. Otherwise, the AP knows that there exist errors in the leaf node, and requests this client to retransmit. The same ZF-SIC and retransmission procedures are repeated until the whole path is recovered. Algorithm 1 summarizes CPR's procedure. Consider again Fig. 7a as an example. CPR triggers D to retransmit in the first recovery, while triggering E and F to retransmit concurrently in the second recovery, as shown in Fig. 7b . It however does not utilize all the three degrees of freedom. To fully exploit the spatial multiplexing gain, we further allow two and one new streams to join the first and second recovery packets, respectively. One thing worth noting is that, to avoid involving more hidden terminals in retransmissions, CPR only allows those clients that can hear the retransmitting clients to join new transmissions during recovery. We will show in Section 3.3 how we realize it in CPR's MAC. After recovering the interfering streams from D, E and F, the AP then removes them from the original corrupted packet and decodes A, B and C. To sum up, CPR recovers nine streams in three packets in total, which also achieves the maximal degrees of freedom. The side effect of CPR's retransmission is that it incurs a little bit larger delay. To avoid an unexpected long latency, CPR gives up recovery if a corrupted packet cannot be fixed within R max trials of recovery, which is set to five in our evaluation. This limited number of recovery trials is also necessary for addressing the practical issues about channel estimation and mobility (see discussion in Section 4).
Algorithm 1. CPR's Procedure
Input: corrupted frame f; error structure S; maximal number of trials R max ; number of AP's antennas N 1 p Ã the strongest longest path in S 2 p fg //p stores the set of clients selected to retransmit 3 //search for the clients to retransmit 4 while R max > 0 and S6 ¼p Ã do 5 remove the streams in p from S and f if they are decoded correctly in the last recovery 6 if p ¼ fg then p the weakest path in S 7 trigger retransmissions from clients in p but not in p
MAC Design and Packet Format
We now describe how to modify the existing MU-MIMO MAC protocols [6] , [7] to enable CPR's recovery. In CPR's MAC, each contention winner announces its code before data transmission, as mentioned in Section 3.1. The AP enters the recovery mode if a packet fails to pass the CRC check. It builds the error structure based on Section 3.1, and selects the retransmitting clients according to Section 3.2. For each trial of recovery, i.e., a path selected from the error structure, the AP sends a CTS-to-self to keep legacy clients idle during recovery. The AP also attaches a NACK request in the end of CTS-to-self to invoke the selected retransmissions. We give the retransmitting clients the highest priority by allowing them to send immediately after SIFS, as in Fig. 4 , one after another, without additional contention. 4 If new streams are allowed, clients contend for joining the existing retransmissions using normal contention.
The recovery mode terminates when 1) all the colliding streams are repaired, or 2) the number of recovery trials reaches a pre-defined threshold R max . Note that, the AP can calculate the number of required recovery trials based on the detected error structure. If the number of required trials exceeds the recovery counter R max , the AP knows that the recovery is not possible to succeed within R max trials and will give up recovery. If so, the AP sends the NACK to notify all the clients of retransmitting their packets. Finally, the AP uses beamforming [13] to send concurrent ACKs to those recovered clients. 5 All clients restart the default operation if 1) they hear the positive ACKs, or 2) they hear neither NACK nor ACK and the medium continues to idle for DIFS. The clients not asked can again contend for retransmissions as usual until their retry counter is reached.
Realizing the above MAC design requires introducing two new components:
PN Code Announcement
CPR's AP needs to detect the code of one stream in the presence of other concurrent streams, as mentioned in Section 3.1. It however could suffer from the capture effect [16] , which indicates that a code with a weak signal could not be correctly detected in the presence of strong interfering signals. To cope with this issue, CPR's clients embed the code announcement by the following way: 1) Code alignment. A client that joins the kth transmission sends its code at time T þ ðk À 1ÞDt, as shown in Fig. 8 , in which C u is the code announcement of client u. T is the gap between the reference point and the first announcement, and Dt is the duration of a code announcement. We assume that all clients can 4 . While CPR's recovery might cause delay for the clients other than the retransmitting clients, it limits the maximal number of recovery trials to control the delay. In addition, due to more efficient recovery and allowing more concurrent transmissions, delay also improves for both failed and new transmissions.
5. If the AP can only correct part of streams in a corrupted packet, it only acknowledges those transmitters. hear the AP. Therefore, if the previous packet is an uplink packet, we set the end of ACK from the AP as the reference point as in Fig. 8 ; otherwise, the reference point is the end of the previous payload sent by the AP. For the later case, the gap T should be updated to T þ t SIFS þ t ACK , where t SIFS and t ACK are the duration of SIFS and ACK, respectively. The value of T can be set carefully with consideration of the time required for DIFS, SIFS, contention, and the PLCP and MAC headers. A suitable choice of T has been evaluated in [7] , and we apply the same setting in our design. Each concurrent client then keeps idle during code announcement from other clients. 2) Power control. If collisions occur, the codes from colliding clients overlap, as in Fig. 8 . Although PN codes typically tolerate pretty low SNR, e.g., À6 dB measured in [14] , [15] , the capture effect could still be a problem if a code is much weaker than the others. Also, CPR's clients further announce the XOR of two codes, which might slightly disturb the good correlation property of PN codes. To eliminate the capture effect, we control the power of the code announcements such that even the overlapped codes from colliding clients can be detected properly. More specifically, we force the receiving power of a code announcement to become P min , where P min ¼ min i P i and P i is the receiving power of client i at the AP. We let the AP measure the value of P min and include it in the beacons. Consider again the example in Fig. 8 . Assume that Alice has the minimum receiving power P Alice . To make the receiving power of code announcement become P Alice , each client i multiplies its code by ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi P Alice =P i p . 6 We will empirically check in Section 5.2 how such power control ensures a fairly high success probability of code detection.
NACK Message
CPR embeds in the NACK fields the following three information: 1) who should retransmit, 2) who can join new transmissions, and 3) how many new streams are allowed in the recovery. Fig. 9a plots the format of CPR's NACK. We attach N þ 1 NACK fields in the end of CTS-to-self, where N is the number of antennas at the AP. For the first N fields, we include the identities of the clients on a recovery path selected from the error structure. The last field requests the clients that occupy a dimension higher than M to retransmit. It also implies that M new concurrent streams can be involved in the upcoming recovery frame. Note that, if the length of the selected recovery path is shorter than N, we just fill null samples in those empty fields. We finally add another CRC check for the N þ 1 new fields. Finally, if the AP detects that the recovery cannot succeed within R max trials, it gives up recovery and simply fills the field M with 0 to trigger conventional retransmissions. Fig. 9b shows the NACK for the second recovery frame in Fig. 7b , which tries to repair the path A-E-F. Since only E and F are deemed as the interfering clients, CPR triggers E (the 2nd dimension) and F (the 3rd dimension) to retransmit. The value of M is hence set to 1, meaning that every stream that joins after the first dimension on this path should retransmit. Furthermore, the other clients who overhear the NACK can contend for one new transmission opportunity in this recovery frame. In addition, only the clients that hear the retransmitting clients, i.e., E and F, are allowed to contend for new transmissions. Consider the first recovery in Fig. 7b as another example. The NACK includes the client IDs of the path A-B-D and sets M ¼ 2 because only D is required to retransmit.
PRACTICAL ISSUES
This section addresses the following practical issues.
Channel Estimation
To perform SIC, the AP needs to learn the channel state information (CSI) of the original stream, and use it to reencode the symbol x. However, it is unlikely to learn the CSI from the corrupted frame because the preambles sent from the colliding clients are also collided with each other. Fortunately, as shown in [18] , the channel coherence time is usually longer than 30 ms even for the normal walking speed ($1 m/s). This means that the channels do not change much within a few tens of milliseconds in an indoor environment. Since CPR triggers clients to retransmit immediately after the corrupted frame and also restricts the number of recovery trials R max , the channels of a retransmitted stream should be fairly similar to that of the original stream. For example, sending a 1,500-byte stream six times (one original transmission and five retransmissions) at the lowest rate (6.5 Mb/s in 802.11 ac) takes only about 11 ms; even after considering the channel time occupied by the protocol overhead, the channel should not change during CPR's recovery. Hence, we can reuse the CSI learned from the retransmitted stream to perform SIC.
However, though the channel does not change much, its phase might shift over time if clients and the AP are not synchronized perfectly. As a result, we have to compensate for the phase shift caused by carrier frequency offset (CFO) and 6. Each client i can estimate its P i using the reciprocity property [17] .
sampling frequency offset (SFO). To do so, we can apply the same trick used in ZigZag [11] to handle the effect of phase rotation. In particular, the CFO can be added by applying the following expression on the time-domain signal of the original corrupted stream y,
where d is the CFO estimated from the preamble of the retransmitted stream, f is the operational frequency band and DT is the time gap between the original stream and the retransmitted stream. The signal after compensation y 0 is then converted to the frequency-domain signal Y 0 . Then, the CSI of the kth subcarrier learned from the retransmitted channel H½k is updated to consider the SFO as follows:
where t D is the estimated SFO, l is the OFDM symbol index, and T s and T u are the duration of the total OFDM symbol and the useful data portion, respectively. Then, we can perform SIC by Y SIC ¼ Y 0 À H 0 x, and recover the remaining streams Y SIC using the standard MIMO decoder.
Impact of Client Mobility
Our design relies on the error structure built based on the original corrupted frame staying unchanged during recovery. However, client mobility could change the topology of the network over time. Fortunately, the normal moving speed in an indoor environment would be limited. For example, even running in indoor environments has a speed of only around 2 m/s. Hence, hopefully, the topology would not change within tens of milliseconds. Since our design triggers retransmissions immediately after the original corrupted frame and further restricts the maximal number of recovery trials R max , the topology, thereby, mostly does not change during recovery. For instance, say that R max is set to five. Then, sending a 1,500-byte frame six (i.e., 1+ R max ) times even at the lowest rate (6.5 Mb/s in 802.11 ac) takes only about 11 ms. The moving distance during this short interval should be negligible, and does not change the error structure. Even if the topology changes, CPR only allows new clients that can hear the retransmitting clients to join concurrent transmissions (see Section 3.3). Therefore, new clients must not incur the hidden terminal problem. The only problematic situation is that the retransmitting clients are originally not hidden to each other, but become hidden nodes due to mobility during recovery. If this rare situation indeed happens, the recovery might fail and the clients go back to use normal 802.11 retransmissions after CPR's recovery.
Loss of NACK Messages
If a node selected to retransmit loses its NACK, CPR can still operate properly. Namely, the AP can still recover all the other retransmitting clients, but just needs to send another retransmission request to that client in the next recovery trial. It is also possible that legacy nodes lose the CTS-to-self. However, note that legacy nodes wait for DIFS before transmissions. Thus, unless a legacy node and the retransmitting nodes are hidden nodes, it will not collide the retransmissions. Even if it really happens and introduces new errors, CPR's AP can still continue to repair the remaining streams until the recovery mode terminates.
Incomplete Error Structure
CPR's AP might build an incomplete error structure if legacy nodes exist in a corrupt frame or certain existing CPR's nodes are not detected successfully. CPR's AP can detect this situation using preamble counting [6] . That is, if the AP detects that the number of preambles is more than the number of codes, it knows that the structure is incomplete. Even when this is the case, CPR can still repair this partial structure based on Algorithm 1 until all the detected nodes are removed. The AP then drops the left corrupt frame, and goes back to the default operation as mentioned in Section 3.3.
PN-Code Length and Detection Threshold
We select the code length based on [14] , which uses a code with 127 samples and is sufficient to support 50 clients. A proper threshold of autocorrelation can be selected based on [19] . We further reduce the search complexity of autocorrelation based on the method proposed in [15] .
TESTBED EVALUATION

Implementation
We build a prototype of CPR using the USRP-N200 radio platform [20] and the UHD software package [21] . Each USRP-N200 is equipped with an RFX2,400 daughterboard, and operates on a 10 MHz channel. A multi-antenna AP is built by combining multiple USRP-N200 boards using an external clock [22] . Each node runs a PHY layer similar to that in 802.11a, i.e., including OFDM subcarriers and using modulations (BPSK, 4-64 QAM) and standard 802.11 code rates [23] . Each concurrent client uses TurboRate [7] to select its best bit-rate. Since we operate at the bandwidth of 10 MHz, the possible bit rates range from 3 to 27 Mb/s.
Micro Benchmark
The effectiveness of CPR relies on its ability of building the error structure shown in Section 3.1. We now check whether CPR's code announcement can be successfully detected.
Experiment
We consider a two-antenna AP scenario, where Alice sends the first stream and the rest of clients join Alice's transmission. Collisions thus occur in the second dimension. All clients i, except Alice, send their codes, (ID i , ID i ÈID a ), using the proposed alignment and power control. Their codes then collide with each other. Note that the number of colliding clients in a single dimension is usually bounded by the number of collision domains near an AP and the number of contention failure. We check the number of colliding clients in a dimension via trace-driven simulations (whose settings will be shown later in Section 6). We observe from the simulation results that, even when there are up to 90 contending clients, almost all of the collided packets have no more than four colliding clients in a single dimension. Therefore, in this experiment, we change the number of colliding codes from two to four, and check whether the AP can detect the codes correctly. We repeat the experiment several times for each random assignment of node locations in our testbed. Fig. 10 plots the probability of false negatives and false positives, with respect to detecting a client for various numbers of colliding clients. False negatives indicate the events where an existing client is not detected, while false positives indicate the events where the code of any non-existing clients is incorrectly detected. The results show that the probability of false positives is a little bit higher than the probability of false negatives, because detecting any nonexisting clients is deemed as a false positive. Those false positives however do not affect the normal operation of CPR. A false positive just triggers an unnecessary retransmission request; the non-existing node that receives the request can simply discard the request. By contrast, false negatives result in recovery failures, and we use power control to reduce the probability of false negatives to less than 2.87 percent even in the case with four colliding clients.
Result
Experiment
We next check whether CPR's nodes can be detected in the presence of legacy nodes. We repeat the same experiment, but focus on the scenario with two colliding nodes in the presence of Alice's transmission. We let one of the colliding nodes be the legacy node, which sends data concurrently without power control. The code announcement from the other node hence could be corrupted by the data from the legacy node. We repeat the experiment with random assignment of node locations.
Result
We classify the results based on the SNR difference between two clients, and plot the CDFs of the detection success ratio in Fig. 11 . The results show that the success ratio can be at least about 95 percent if the SNR difference between two clients is less than 5 dB. When the signal of the legacy node is much stronger than that of the CPR's node, the detection probability decreases, but is not unacceptably low. This means that CPR's nodes can still be partially detected in the presence of legacy nodes. We note that, even when detection fails, CPR can still recover the incomplete error structure as we mentioned in Section 4.
Throughput Gain of CPR
We next investigate the throughput gain delivered by enabling CPR in MU-MIMO. We compare CPR with the existing MU-MIMO systems: 1) SAM [6] , which allows multiple clients to transmit concurrently but select the bitrates only based on their SNRs, 2) TurboRate [7] , which provides projection-based rate adaptation on top of SAM, and 3) SAM with ZigZag decoding [11] , which restricts all concurrent clients to send at the lowest rate and hence can recover errors using ZigZag. Both of SAM and TurboRate discard erroneous frames, and request clients to retransmit every colliding stream. CPR and SAM with ZigZag repair errors, but give up recovery if a corrupt frame cannot be fixed within five trials, i.e., R max ¼ 5. We disable RTS/CTS in all the systems here, and leave evaluating the performance of enabling RTS/CTS via simulations in the next section.
Experiment
We consider a scenario where five single-antenna clients contend for transmitting concurrently to a two-antenna AP. In each experiment, we randomly deploy nodes in our testbed, but control the topology such that 80 percent of node pairs can hear each other, 10 percent of pairs partially hear each other 7 , and 10 percent of pairs are perfect hidden terminals. The proportion of hidden nodes is set based on the measurement in a real testbed [11] . We repeat the experiment with different random node locations in the testbed and different contention traces.
Due to the timing constraints imposed by USRP radios, we cannot implement real-time contention in the testbed. We instead perform offline contention to generate a packet trace, and let USRP nodes transmit according to the packet trace. Each experiment consists of three phases: In phase 1, each client transmits few symbols at a time. The other clients then measure the probability of hearing the transmitting client, and report the statistic to a backend server. In phase 2, the server performs offline contention based on the measured overhearing probability, and arranges retransmissions according to various comparison recovery schemes. It then generates a trace of 10,000 frames for each client, which asks the client to transmit if it wins the contention or is scheduled to retransmit. Otherwise, the client sends null symbols, i.e., 0. In phase 3, clients then transmit concurrent streams in the USRPs according to the contention results specified in the trace. The first contention winner transmits a 1,500 byte stream, and the concurrent clients end their streams at about the same time. 7. Partially hearing indicates the detection ratio of a node-pair is lower than 80 percent.
Note that a packet might not be decoded correctly due to either collisions or channel errors. Since USRPs cannot trigger real-time retransmission in phase 3, we hence only recover packet errors due to collisions in the experiments. In other words, when we generate packet traces in phase 2, we only ask clients to retransmit the streams corrupted due to collisions. If a corrupted stream in phase 3 is a normal loss, we simply drop it. To reduce channel errors in phase 3, we use a more conservative rate selection algorithm that picks a rate producing a delivery success ratio higher than 95 percent, instead of maximizing the throughput. By doing this, we can avoid most packet failures due to channel errors, and focus on evaluating the performance of recovering collisions. We will later evaluate the capability of recovering both collisions and channel errors using large-scale simulations. ZigZag operates properly if all concurrent clients send at the same rate. However, since clients conservatively use the lowest rate, the total throughput at most approaches 6 Mb/s, the upper bound in this scenario, even when all collisions are recovered successfully. TurboRate and SAM discard lots of corrupt frames, which significantly offsets the gain of concurrent transmissions. The performance of SAM is even worse because the clients might use wrong bit-rates, making their streams undecodable even without collisions. Enabling concurrent transmissions with CPR's recovery provides not only more concurrent transmissions, but also higher data rate due to correct rate adaptation. The mean throughput gain is about 1.46Â, as compared to TurboRate.
Results
TRACE-DRIVEN SIMULATION
We perform trace-driven simulations to evaluate the performance of CPR in large-scale scenarios. We further check how well can CPR deal with normal losses. We implement in the simulations all the protocol overhead, including contention, backoff, interframe timing (i.e., SIFS and DIFS), the PLCP and MAC headers, ACK, and CTS-to-self with NACK attached. To check how the overhead of RTS/CTS affects its collision avoidance capability, we further compare our CPR to TurboRate with RTS/CTS enabled, which asks the contention winners to exchange RTS/CTS, one after another, before concurrent streams.
Throughput Gain in Large-Scale Networks
Simulation Settings
We focus on a scenario, where 30 clients contend for transmitting concurrently to a three-antenna AP. We first collect the trace of the channels from any client to the threeantenna AP, and use the measured channels to perform offline simulations. Limited by the number of USRPs we have, for each measurement, we deploy five single-antenna clients in randomly-selected locations in the testbed. Each client transmits 10,000 1,500-byte frames to the AP, and the AP logs the channels from that client. When a client is transmitting, the other four clients overhear and compute the probability of sensing the transmitting client. We repeat the above measurements with different assignments of node locations, and merge different traces as a big trace that records the sensing probability of any pair of the node locations. Each client in the simulation then transmits over the channels logged in the trace. The packets could fail after applying real channels measured in the trace. Our simulations hence can evaluate the effectiveness of recovering both collisions and normal errors.
The simulations then perform the same contention as that in Section 5.3 based on the sensing probability specified in the merged trace. We repeat the simulation with random selection of 30 clients from the merged trace to generate the following scenarios: 1) 80 percent of pairs hear each other, 10 percent of pairs partially sense each other, and 10 percent of pairs are hidden nodes; 2) 60 percent of pairs hear each other, 20 percent of pairs partially sense each other, and 20 percent of pairs are hidden nodes.
Result
Figs. 13a and 13b plot the CDFs of the total throughput for scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. Our findings are:
The simulation results follow a trend similar to that in the testbed results shown in Section 5.3. Without error recovery, SAM and TurboRate suffer an enormous throughput drop even when the proportion of hidden terminals only increases to 20 percent. By contrast, CPR achieves a similar throughput in both scenarios, meaning that it recovers most of errors even when the number of collisions increases. As compared to TurboRate, CPR improves the average total throughput by 1.38Â and 3.16Â for scenario 1 and scenario 2, respectively. Enabling RTS/CTS avoids most collisions in scenario 2, and hence outperforms TurboRate without RTS/ CTS, as in Fig. 13b . It however decreases the throughput when there exists only few hidden nodes due to the heavy overhead of multi-round RTS/CTS exchange, as in Fig. 13a . By contrast, CPR uses lightweight overhead to recover errors and produces a high throughput in both scenarios. We further plot the average number of recovered streams per frame in Figs. 14a and 14b for scenarios 1 and 2 , respectively, when the number of antennas at the AP ranges from two to six. Some observations are summarized below.
In both CPR and SAM with ZigZag, the number of recovered streams per frame is fairly close to the maximum degrees of freedom. It confirms that both CPR and ZigZag work well in error recovery as we expect, though ZigZag restricts clients to use the fixed lowest rate. In particular, for scenario 1, CPR and ZigZag provide 1.92 and 1.72 concurrent transmissions, respectively, in two-antenna cases, and provide 2.85 and 2.5 transmissions, respectively, in three-antenna cases. CPR supports more concurrent transmissions than SAM with ZigZag, because it further selects a minimal number of retransmitting clients and reserves the transmission opportunities for new streams. It verifies that the throughput gain of CPR comes from its ability of using all the available degrees of freedom to enable recovery and new transmissions in parallel. Enabling RTS/CTS indeed effectively avoids hidden terminals, and achieves almost the maximum degrees of freedom. The transmission opportunities however might be underutilized because sequential RTS/CTS might occupy the airtime originally available for later concurrent streams. This result also verifies that the low throughput of enabling RTS/CTS, as shown in Fig. 13 , is due to its heavy overhead.
Gain of Recovering Normal Losses
We next check CPR's gain of recovering normal losses.
Simulation Settings
We consider a network where N nodes can hear each other and transmit concurrently to an N-antenna AP. Frames are hence mostly corrupted due normal decoding errors. We perform a measurement in the testbed to collect the link loss rate when the packets are sent at a particular rate for various SNR values. The measurement results are then compiled as a SNR-rate-PER table. Each client then selects its best bitrate based on this SNR-rate-PER table. Then, in the simulation, we generate losses based on the loss rate logged in the look-up table. To check how imperfect bit-rate selection affects the MU-MIMO gain, we let each node use its estimated SNR to select the best rate. The error of SNR estimation d is randomly selected between À2 and 2 dB, i.e., jSNR true À SNR estimate j ¼ d < 2 dB. We let nodes have the same channel condition, and repeat the simulation for various channel conditions, i.e., different (true) SNR values. In each simulation, each node transmits 10,000 1,500-bytes frames concurrently with other nodes. For those safe SNR regimes, where the best bit-rate can be correctly selected even with imperfect SNR estimation, nodes can deliver most of the packets successfully. Only few streams need to be recovered. The throughput gap between CPR and traditional retransmission is hence small. However, for those critical regimes, where the link loss rate could increase a lot due to a small SNR estimation error, without efficient recovery, the gain of enabling more concurrent clients is limited. CPR can efficiently recover independent losses and avoid the throughput drop in those critical regimes. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
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